We experimentally investigate the influence of polarization switching on the intensity noise of transverse single-mode vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers. We show that a polarization switch always leads to strong noise in the two individual orthogonal polarization modes over a large range of pump current in the vicinity of the switch, whereas the effect on the total emission noise strongly depends on the strength of the coupling between total intensity noise and polarization fluctuations, which is mainly determined by the amount of birefringence. Thus our results demonstrate that the occurrence of a polarization switch can have a strong deteriorating effect on the noise behavior, not only if polarization selection is present, but also on the total emission noise, and therefore has to be considered in future investigations and low-noise applications.
INTRODUCTION
The manifold polarization behavior is one of the most interesting emission properties of vertical-cavity surfaceemitting lasers (VCSELs), and its understanding and control is a crucial aspect for applications and technological developments. Due to the circular geometry of the devices, the additional degree of freedom in the polarization of the emitted light has to be considered in VCSELs, [1] [2] [3] and numerous investigations have demonstrated a rich variety of polarization phenomena. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In most practical transverse single-mode devices, the presence of birefringence leads to emission of one dominant linearly polarized fundamental transverse mode, accompanied by an additional, nearly degenerate, orthogonally polarized fundamental mode, which is typically suppressed by 15-30 dB in intensity. A commonly observed polarization instability in these devices is the polarization switch (PS), i.e., an exchange of the intensity of the two polarization modes when the pump current or the active-region temperature is changed, resulting in a flip of the dominant polarization of the emitted light by 90°. The PS has been observed in numerous devices, and various possible mechanisms have been proposed for the explanation. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] However, many aspects concerning the PS still remain unclear and require further detailed experimental and theoretical studies.
Another important property of VCSELs is their noise behavior. In general, VCSELs have proven to be suitable devices for the generation of low-noise or even amplitudesqueezed light. 16, 17 However, any kind of multimode emission usually strongly affects the noise behavior and can lead to excess noise due to mode competition. Up to now, the noise and mode correlations have been studied in detail for transverse modes in VCSELs. [18] [19] [20] But even in a transverse single-mode VCSEL, there are the two orthogonal polarization modes, which still have to be taken into account. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] In this context, it is of particular importance how polarization instabilities and fluctuations in the polarization state [26] [27] [28] influence the intensity noise and whether they lead to an increase of the total noise level. As a result of a theoretical two-mode description of the VCSEL, Willemsen et al. concluded that, in what they call ''practical'' VCSEL, polarization fluctuations and total intensity noise are perfectly decoupled, and consequently a PS should have no effect on the noise of the total emission. 24 On the other hand, the numerous different experimental observations of the PS and the manifold discussed mechanisms indicate that indeed various noise behaviors can be expected in different devices. Although PS is a very common phenomenon in VCSELs, detailed experimental investigations of the role of PS on the intensity noise, which might even provide deeper physical insight into the switching mechanisms, have not been carried out so far to our knowledge.
In this paper, we present a systematic experimental analysis of the intensity-noise behavior that is associated with the PS by comparison of various types of transverse single-mode VCSELs. By polarization-resolved intensity-noise measurements, we study the influence of the PS on the intensity noise of the two polarization modes as well as on the noise of the total emission. In this context, we discuss how different kinds of switching behavior result in a distinct intensity noise and whether there is a deteriorating effect by the PS on the noise of the total emission in general.
Therefore we first present a characterization of the PS of three different devices (Section 2), where we can observe two qualitatively different switching behaviors. In Section 3, we analyze the polarization-resolved intensity noise; in Section 4, we investigate the effect of the PS on the total intensity noise and discuss our results with respect to the decoupling between polarization dynamics and total intensity noise.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE POLARIZATION SWITCH
The VCSELs under investigation are oxide confined, transverse single-mode devices with aperture diameters of approximately 3 m, in the following labeled as A, B, and C. VCSEL A was provided by Avalon Photonics and exhibited a threshold current I th of 0.65 mA and a maximum polarization-mode suppression of 15 dB. VCSELs B and C were provided by Honeywell. They have threshold currents of 0.25 mA and maximum polarization-mode suppressions of 22 dB. Figure 1 presents the polarization-resolved P -I curves of VCSELs A (upper picture) and C (lower picture) as a function of the pump rate R P ϭ I/I th Ϫ 1. VCSEL A exhibits an abrupt PS at R P ϭ 2.9 with increasing pump current, whereas the switch back with decreasing current occurs at R P ϭ 1.9. This large hysteresis indicates a large bistability region in this device. In general, a hysteresis is an often observed phenomenon related to PS and is attributed to nonlinearities in the laser system. 2, 14 In contrast to the abrupt PS in VCSEL A, the exchange of intensities seems to be very continuous in VCSELs B (not plotted) and C. Moreover, no hysteresis is observable in these devices. However, a time-resolved investigation of the two intensities at the center of the PS reveals a permanent polarization self-switching (see inset: time series of the P polarization). The mean residence times on the two polarizations show a continuous reciprocal evolution with changing pump current across the PS, which causes the observed smooth transition in the timeaveraged polarization-resolved P -I curve. The mean residence times at the center of the switch were determined to 80 Ϯ 20 ms in VCSEL B and to 390 Ϯ 40 ns in VCSEL C. Such stochastic self-switching between the polarization modes with strongly varying average residence times has been discussed in context with Kramers hopping in a double-well potential. 7 In conclusion, we can observe two different manifestations of the bistability region that is related to the PS. In the case of VCSEL A, it leads to a significant hysteresis, whereas in VCSELs B and C, it causes permanent stochastic self-switching. In the following, we investigate if this different manifestation of PS also has consequences for the intensity-noise behavior of the particular devices.
POLARIZATION-RESOLVED NOISE
In this section, we present the results of the polarizationresolved intensity-noise measurements of VCSELs A and B. In particular, we analyze the role of the hysteresis of VCSEL A on the noise behavior.
The intensity noise was measured by a direct-detection technique as described in detail in Ref. 25 . The light was collimated and passed through a polarizer (extinction ratio Ͼ40 dB) onto a high-efficiency PIN photodiode (150-MHz bandwidth); the noise of the photocurrent was detected by an electronic spectrum analyzer. We checked that neither cross talk of the individual polarizations due to improper polarization separation nor admixture of polarization noise into the total noise due to polarizationsensitive elements significantly influences the measurements. To realize high-sensitivity noise detection of the very low-power emission of only a few microwatts, as necessary for measurements closely above threshold or of the weak-polarization mode, a lock-in amplifier was added to the usual direct-detection setup. The VCSEL noise was always normalized to the shot-noise level. The shotnoise level was obtained by a halogen lamp, whose shotnoise characteristic was carefully verified. Figure 2 presents the shot-noise-normalized noise of VCSELs A (upper picture) and B (lower picture) at 42 MHz as functions of the pump rate. Similar results are obtained for detection at other frequencies within the range of our setup, with care taken not to be influenced by the average switching frequency, which of course provides an additional contribution to the polarization-resolved noise at very low frequencies in VCSEL B. For both VCSELs the normalized noise of the total emission (full squares), the P polarization (circles), and the S polarization (triangles) is plotted. The P-polarization direction is the polarization of the mode, which is weak at pump currents less than the PS. With increasing pump current, the noise of the total emission decreases continuously toward the shot-noise level, as expected from basic noise theory. 29 Due to the normalization, the depicted noise of the weak-polarization mode is always stronger than that of the strong polarization as a result of its strong suppression in intensity. Thus the PS is clearly visible by the cross over of the normalized noise. As a general feature, the two individual polarizations exhibit a stronger noise than the total emission, indicating an anticorrelation, as discussed in detail elsewhere. 25 In the following, we concentrate on the additional influence of the two different kinds of PS on the noise. The presence of the PS causes a strong increase of the normalized noise of the two individual polarizations by 10-15 dB in both devices, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . This increase of the noise develops continuously toward the PS and is strongest at the switching point. Moreover, it even extends over a relatively large pump-current range indicating the effect of the PS even for pump currents, where there is no sign of it at all from the intensity ratio of the two modes alone.
In VCSEL B (lower picture) the normalized noise of the two polarization modes continuously increases toward the switch, commutes in accordance with the exchange of the intensities, and then continuously decreases again. Remarkably, this is not the case in VCSEL A. Here, the normalized noise of the two polarization modes also continuously increases before the PS; but in contrast to VC-SEL B, the polarization-resolved noise is not simply exchanged between the two polarization modes when crossing the PS. In addition, it is abruptly reduced by almost 15 dB in both polarizations compared with the noise levels that would correspond to a simple exchange of the roles of the two modes. The combined effect of this abrupt reduction of noise in both polarizations at the switch and the exchange of the noise levels due to the exchange of the shot-noise normalization at the switch leads to the observed behavior that the normalized noise of the p polarization drops by 30 dB, whereas the normalized noise of the S polarization remains almost constant. This continuity of the noise of the S polarization is, however, purely accidental, and a result of the normalized noise representation of Fig. 2 ; the absolute noise power indeed drops equally by 15 dB in both polarizations. In other words, comparing the strong polarization (S) below PS and the strong polarization (P) above PS or the weak polarizations below and above PS, respectively, there is a continuous evolution of the noise in VCSEL B across the switch, whereas there is a discontinuous evolution with an abrupt reduction of the noise at the switch in VCSEL A.
This different behavior of VCSEL A is related to the large hysteresis of the PS in this device. For further analysis, we have also measured the polarization-resolved noise with decreasing pump current, thus following the hysteresis in the noise behavior (Fig. 3) . The normalized noise of the two polarizations continuously increases toward the switch back when decreasing the current (filled symbols) and reaches the strongest values closely before the switch back takes place. Then, in addition to the exchange of the noise levels again, an abrupt reduction of the noise by approximately 10 dB is observed in both polarizations for pump currents below the switch back. Here again, the exchange of the noise levels across the switch back due to the normalization has to be considered to recognize the 10-dB noise reduction of both polarizations in the normalized-noise representation of Fig. 3 . As a result, the jump of the emission onto the more stable state within the bistability region is clearly visible in both upward and downward directions by an abruptly reduced noise of the two polarization modes. Moreover, if the intensity of the polarization modes was exchanged at the center of the bistability region, at a pump rate of ϳ2.3, one could indeed observe a continuous decrease of the Fig. 2 . Shot-noise-normalized noise of the total emission (filled squares), P polarization (circles), and S polarization (triangles), as a function of the pump rate for VCSEL A (upper picture) and VCSEL B (lower picture). The PS is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Fig. 3 . Shot-noise-normalized noise of the P and S polarizations as a function of the pump rate for VCSEL A, following the hysteresis. The hollow symbols show the noise with increasing pump current (same as in Fig. 2) , the filled symbols with decreasing current.
noise in both directions, as is the case in VCSEL B, where the switch is not delayed to the respective hysteresis point. The observed noise behavior of VCSEL A can be interpreted as a clear fingerprint of the changing stabilities of the two possible solutions in the bistability region. Thus the presence of a hysteresis at the PS leads to a further increase of the noise of the individual polarizations.
TOTAL INTENSITY NOISE
The most important aspect of the noise behavior from a practical point of view is the influence of the PS on the total emission noise. Remarkably, the noise of the total emission in VCSELs A and B is not considerably affected by the PS, albeit there is the strong increase of noise in the individual polarizations, as discussed in Section 3. Within the accuracy of our measurement, it is impossible to conclude on the existence of the PS from the evolution of the total emission noise. This observation is in agreement with reports from a larger-aperture protonimplanted device 24 and has been explained by decoupling of polarization and intensity fluctuations. However, a fundamentally different behavior is observed in VCSEL C. The shot-noise-normalized noise of the total emission of VCSEL C at 42 MHz is plotted in Fig. 4 . The PS at R P ϭ 1 causes a significant increase of the noise in the total emission by almost 4 dB in this device in contrast to VCSELs A and B.
To explain the observed behavior of the total emission noise, we refer to the theoretical results of Ref. 24 . There, the authors conclude that in a so-called practical VCSEL, i.e., a VCSEL with strong suppression of the weak-polarization mode and linear birefringence being the dominant anisotropy, the total intensity noise is completely decoupled from polarization dynamics. Therefore a PS should lead to additional partition noise in the two individual linear-polarization directions but not to an increase in the total emission noise. Whether this decoupling is present in the device can be verified by calculating the normalized correlation coefficient C (Ϫ1 р C р 1) by the decoupling approximation
and comparing it with the exact value of C, given by
where S is the noise power of the total emission and S S and S P are that of the weak and the strong polarization modes, respectively. The results of these calculations are plotted in Fig. 5 for the three VCSELs. The two polarization modes are almost perfectly anticorrelated around the PS due to the strong mode partition, but the anticorrelation continuously degrades for higher pump rates, as discussed in Ref. 25 . Comparing the exactly calculated values with those obtained by the decoupling approximation, we find that, for VCSELs A and B, indeed no significant difference can be observed. Accordingly, the decoupling of polarization fluctuations and intensity noise applies as predicted in Ref. 24 and results in no increase in the total emission noise being visible in VCSELs A and B. For VCSEL C in contrast, the values of the correlation coefficient obtained by the decoupling approximation clearly differ from the exact values. This becomes increasingly visible for higher pump rates, where the anticorrelation is weaker than directly at the PS. So, in VC-SEL C the decoupling between polarization dynamics and total intensity is imperfect, causing the observed increase of noise in the total emission. This observation differs from all observations reported before and clearly demonstrates that a PS not only causes strong partition noise in the individual linear polarizations, but can also have a deteriorating effect on the noise of the total emission.
To explain this different behavior of VCSEL A and B on the one hand and VCSEL C on the other, we analyzed the birefringence, as manifest in the spectral separation of the two polarization modes at the PS in each device. We find the birefringence to be (11.6 Ϯ 1.3) GHz in VCSEL A, (14.2 Ϯ 0.8) GHz in VCSEL B, measured by a grating spectrometer, and only (2.4 Ϯ 0.2) GHz in VCSEL C, measured by a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. Although the values of devices A and B are typical for VCSELs, 2.4 GHz in device C is comparably small. Therefore we suppose that the small amount of birefringence in VCSEL C causes the incomplete decoupling. This con- clusion is confirmed by a comparison of devices B and C. Both stem from the same technological series and therefore are nominally completely equal in structure. They possess the same emission characteristics, differing only in the amount of birefringence, which is most probably caused by additional strain in device B. We want to point out that VCSEL C is not just an exceptional lab sample, but is a precommercial device; this indicates the relevance of the deteriorating effect on the noise even for practical devices.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed the influence of a polarization switch on both the intensity noise of the individual polarization modes and of the total emission. We have demonstrated that the presence of a PS always leads to strong mode-partition noise in the two individual polarization modes over a large range of pump current. Moreover, we have shown that the presence of a hysteresis in the switching behavior is manifest clearly in the noise behavior by a further increase of the noise of the individual modes toward the respective switching point in both directions and an abrupt reduction of the noise as soon as the switch has occurred.
In contrast to the noise of the individual modes, we have demonstrated that a PS does not necessarily increase the noise of the total emission if the birefringence is strong enough. Our results confirm the theoretical results of Ref. 24 where a complete decoupling of polarization dynamics and total intensity noise is predicted in a VCSEL with linear birefringence being the dominant anisotropy. Consequently, the results illustrate that in these devices polarization switching is not a noiseincreasing element, as long as no polarization selection is present.
However, we have also shown that the case of coupled fluctuations is also of practical relevance. We observed a considerable increase of noise in the total emission in a device with small birefringence. Thus, in general, the PS can be an overall noise-deteriorating phenomenon in a VCSEL and has to be taken into account for the generation of low noise emission.
The important role of birefringence for many VCSEL emission characteristics is well known. 2, 10, 15, 28, 30, 31 Our experimental results demonstrate that, also with respect to the noise characteristics, VCSELs with large or small birefingence can behave fundamentally differently.
As a result, we have illustrated that the noise that is related to PS reveals different interesting aspects and therefore requires further experimental and theoretical attention. We expect investigations of the noise behavior at a PS to help to characterize different PSs and to provide further insight into the relevant mechanisms that cause them.
